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This paper explains how Earth formed its oil. 

 
 

During brown and red dwarf stages of 
metamorphosis the carbon the star contains 
bonded directly to hydrogen. This is possible 
because carbon and hydrogen were both ionized 
plasmas as well as all the other elements that 
were on the Earth. Since their ionization energy 
was considerably higher than other elements 
such as magnesium, iron and others, they 
remained high in the atmosphere to combine 
and rain downwards during metamorphosis. [1] 
This intermediate step allows for the formation 
of long chains of molecules understood as 
hydrocarbons. This is possible because carbon 
can form covalent bonds with other carbons, this 
is called catenation. Other elements can form 
long chains of atoms such as silicon and sulfur, 
even tellurium and selenium. These long chains 
of molecules deposit on the surface of the 
cooling star as the crust grows and builds up 
and traps the oil and natural gas for many 
millions of years. Basically the Earth when it 
was more the size of Jupiter and Saturn, had oil 
and natural gas rain, similar to the pure water 
rain (snow) of Earths current stages of 
metamorphosis. Eventually the water rain on 
the Earth will become much more acidic similar 
to Venus’s current stages of metamorphosis, and 
then the atmosphere will continually evaporate 
away and show the completely decimated 
surface similar to Mars. This is all a very long 
process of stellar evolution [2][3][4] and can not be 
continually ignored by the astrophysicists who 
worship Einstein and Stephen Hawking. 
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